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Item 8.01 Other Events.

In light of the rapidly evolving coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, Tyson Foods, Inc. is filing this Current Report on Form 8-K for the purpose of
supplementing the risk factors disclosed in Item 1A. of its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended September 28, 2019, as filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on November 12, 2019, to include the risk factor attached as Exhibit 99.1 hereto, which is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits.
 

Exhibit
Number Description

99.1 Supplemental Risk Factor
104 Cover Page Interactive Data File formatted in inline XBRL
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SIGNATURE

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

TYSON FOODS, INC.

Date: March 13, 2020 By: /s/ R. Read Hudson

Name: R. Read Hudson
Title: Senior Vice President, Associate General Counsel and Secretary
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Exhibit 99.1

Item 1A. Risk Factors

Pandemics or disease outbreaks, such as the novel coronavirus (COVID-19 virus), may disrupt consumption and trade patterns, supply chains, and production
processes, which could materially affect our operations and results of operations.

Pandemics or disease outbreaks such as the novel coronavirus (COVID-19 virus) may depress demand for protein because quarantines may inhibit consumption.
Restrictions on public gatherings or interactions may also limit the opportunity for our customers and consumers to purchase our products.

The spread of pandemics or disease outbreaks such as the COVID-19 virus may also disrupt logistics necessary to import, export, and deliver products to us or our
customers. Ports and other channels of entry may be closed or operate at only a portion of capacity, as workers may be prohibited or otherwise unable to report to
work, and means of transporting products within regions or countries may be limited for the same reason.

Our operations, or those of independent contract poultry producers and producers who provide the live animals to our production operations, may become limited
in their ability to procure, deliver, or produce our food products because of transport restrictions related to quarantines or travel bans.

Workforce limitations and travel restrictions resulting from pandemics or disease outbreaks and related government actions may impact many aspects of our
business. If a significant percentage of our workforce is unable to work, including because of illness or travel or government restrictions in connection with
pandemics or disease outbreaks, our operations may be negatively impacted. In addition, pandemics or disease outbreaks could result in a widespread health crisis
that could adversely affect the economies and financial markets of many countries, resulting in an economic downturn that could affect customers’ demand for our
products.


